ABSTRACT. This paper deals with a question about the ascending and descending chain conditions on two-sided ideals. Using the ideas of the skew group ring, certain results for two-sided ideals are proved.
However, the techniques used for one-sided ideals have not been applied to twosided ideals. In this paper, we prove the analogous result for two-sided ideals by using the skew group ring of R and G,'R,G @ Y Ru Addition in R*G is componentwise-multiplication is given by the relations (ru)(su h) ( REMARK. This theorem was subsequently proved by R. Diop [6] , and, with the extra assumption that GI -I R, by M. Lorenz [9] .
We note the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2.4 Let R be a semiprime ring with no Gl-torsion. Then (Soc R) G= Soc RG.
PROOF. By a theorem of Fisher and Osterburg [7] , if R is semlprlme with no Gl-torsion, then Soc R G c__ Soc R.
CHAIN CONDITIONS ON TWO-SIDED IDEALS.
To deal with two-slded ideals in R and RG, we again consider the skew group ring. In particular, we will use the following lemma. We conclude this section by noting an example due to Chuang and Lee [3] . This is a commutative Noetherian ring R with involution, such that R has no 2-torsion and the subring generated by the symmetric elements is not Noetherian.
In a commutative ring, an involution is an automorphism of order 2, and the subring generated by the symmetric elements is the fixed ring. This example, then, shows that for the ascending chain condition, the hypotheses of Theorem 3o 2 cannot be weakened to assume merely no
THE ARTIN RADICALS OF R AND RG.
In a left and right Noetherian ring R, the Artin radical A(R) is defined as the sum of all right ideals of R that are Artinian as right R-modules. This radical turns out to be a two-sided ideal of R; it is also equal to the sum of the left ideals of R that are left R-Artinian. shown (see Fisher and Osterburg [7] ) that (R/I)G RG/(I RG). 
